
FEARSOME
FORDS 1959-73

(The High Performance Fords, Fairlanes, Falcons, Torinos,
T-Birds,Montegos,Mustangs,Comets,Cougars and Shelbys)~
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It should be noted here that among the non-factory teams and short-track
drivers, there was a resistance to the 1965 big Fords. Many preferred to stay with
the proven leaf spring rear suspension on the older models.

The 1965 big Fords provided an interesting paradox. They were probably
the fastest production full-sized car available when equipped with the 427 High
Performance package. However for the average buyer who wanted automatic
transmission, power steering, power brakes, air conditioning and the other ginger-
bread, all Ford had to offer was the sedate 300-horse 390.

1966
A trend among full-sized cars at the time was the low-stressed, big-cube engine
that could run all the accessories, provide good acceleration and highway per-
formance and keep quiet about the whole thing.

An example was Chrysler's new 440-ci wedge for its full-sized cars that was
said to produce 365 hp. The powerplant wouldn't be called upon for performance
duties until 1967.

This sports-type steering wheel for 1966 had a wal-
nut-like rim.

Ford's instrument panel for 1966 was designed to
be good looking and practical. "Swept-away" panel
design created extra knee and legroom; steering
effort was reduced up to 85% with the power unit.

New to the 1966 Ford line was the 7 Litre series, COnSiSting,f two-door hardtop (shown here) and con-
vertible. A 345-hp 428 was standard, as was striping, special im including side striping and bucket-seat
interior. .
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Ford answered the call with a new engine and a new series of models. By
using the bore from its 406 and the stroke from a 410-ci engine Mercury offered
(4.13x3.98), it came up with the 428. Actually the displacement worked out closer
to 427 cubes, but the 428 number was used so it couldn't be confused with Ford's
427.

It was rated at 345 hp at 4600 rpm and had features like hydraulic lifters, a
10.5:1 compression ratio and single four-barrel carbo Like the 390, it could be
equipped with all the power stuff.

Missing things like mechanical lifters, pop-up pistons, big valves and headers
weren't noticed. An Interceptor version for the police was also available, rated at
360 at 5400. It was the first break from the 330-horse 390 for the police package
since the first one in 1961. The pOlice version had an aluminum intake manifold
and hydraulic lifters.

The new 345-hp engine came standard in the Galaxie 500 7 Litre series and
optional on other models, including station wagons.

Standard equipment on 7 Litre models (a two-door hardtop and convertible)
also included Cruise-O-Matic, the new power front disc brakes and an XL-type
interior with bucket seats and console. Optional powerplants were the 427's, now
called Cobra V-8's.

Other than the new series, the rest of the 1966 big Ford model lineup remained
the same. Styling was a facelift with the grille split into two horizontal sections.
Side sheetmetal was altered slightly with a subdued kickup for the rear quarter
panels, which added 1.7 inches to" the overall width, to bring it to seventy-nine
inches. Taillights were now squarish and the less expensive Custom and Custom
500 models no longer got round versions.

I n model nomenclature, the LTD was no longer considered a Galaxie 500,
but the XL was.

For cars with 428's, two new driveline features were available, Ford's new
C-6 automatic transmission and a larger 9%-inch ring gear for the differential. Both
were strong units and would see use in other Ford performance cars during the
decade.

Cobra 427 V-8's were still available with the High Performance package and
still only came with four-speed manual gearboxes. They weren't available on wag-
ons and continued to be advertised at 410 and 425 hp.

This 7 Litre emblem of grille and fenders hinted at
what was under the hood of a 1966 Galaxie 500-
the mighty, new Thunderbird 428 V-8. It was 345-
hp strong, with four-barrel carburetor, hydraulic
lifters and special dual, low-restriction exhaust.
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Most popular model in the 1966 full-siz.ed Ford line was the Galaxie 500 two-door hardtop. Like other
styles, it featured facelifted styling. Orders reached 198,532 to put it ahead of the runner-up Galaxie 500
four-door sedan with 171,886.
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New for 1966 was a redesigned intermediate Fairlane, which could hold big-
blocks, including the 427, under the hood. That was proven with a mid-year offer-
ing, making the need for such a high-performance engine in the big Fords question-
able.

Car Ufe tested a 1966 7 Litre hardtop with automatic and found it could sprint
to sixty in eight seconds flat, which wasn't bad for a car with a test weight of nearly
4,500 pounds.

New car sales during the 1966 model year reached an all-time high up to that
point. Production hit 8,606,166, a figure that wouldn't be passed until 1973. Big
Fords continued to gain, going over the million mark for the first time since 1959,
with 1,034,928 being built in the U.S. The figure represented a 5.76-percent gain
and the high-water mark for the decade.

Production of the XL's continued to tumble, dropping to 32,075. The 7 Litre
wasn't all that successful, picking up 11,073 orders. Once again, the Galaxie 500
two-door hardtop was the most popular, downing its series mate four-door sedan,
198,532 to 171,886.

The 1966 full-sized Ford would be the last with any significant factory sup-
port in stock car racing, and that only lasted half a season. Some Galaxies were
drag raced, like Mike Schmitt's sohc 1966 Galaxie, which did well; but in general,
Mustangs now held the spotlight.

The Black Pearl was a 1966 Ford LTD-based show
car that made the rounds showing how clean a lit-
tle customizing could make a two-door hardtop
look. Changes were made front, side and rear.

An extremely successful Ford Galaxie driver in
drag racing was Mike Schmitt, who is shown at the
1966 NHRA Spring nationals at Bristol, Tennessee,
on the way to Street Eliminator honors in his 1966
so he-powered Galaxie 500/XL hardtop. He ran in
B/FX.
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Making the rounds at auto shows in 1966 was the
Magic Cruiser, which was based on the 1966 Ford
Galaxie 500. It could be converted from a fastback
to a station wagon, all by power controls.



Jack Bowsher switched to USAC stock competition and finished seventh
in points, the highest for a Ford driver on the circuit. For the first time in USAC his-
tory, a Ford didn't win a stock car event during the season. Norm Nelson scored
seven of Plymouth's nine victories and took a second straight title. Don White
switched to Dodge and scored all eight of its USAC wins to place second.

Then there was NASCAR.
Ford made another attempt to get the sohc 427 legalized, but NASCAR said

it wasn't a production engine yet. Ford later said it was a standard, over-the-counter
item with a price tag of $1 ,963 (compared to $900 for the Hemi). There were rumors
of the sohc going into a limited number of Galaxies, but the production never took
place. .

To make Ford's case weaker, Chrysler was now offering a street version of
the Hemi in its intermediate Plymouth Satellite, Dodge Charger and Coronet lines.

As was tradition, Gurney romped at Riverside, leading 102 of the 185 laps
in his Wood Brothers 1966- Galaxie.

Factory-backeddrivers in Ford's abbreviated 1966
NASCAR Grand National season in their 1966
Galaxies are Cale Yarborough (#27) driving for
Banjo Matthews, Curtis Turner (#41) driving for The
Wood Brothers and Fred Lorenzen (#28), in a Hol-
man & Moody car. Ford teams sat out a good part of
the season over a rules dispute and when they re-
turned, Fairlanes took over as the standard car. (

Though in the shadow of the luxury-oriented LTD, Galaxie 500/XL continued for 1966. This convertible
has the standard bucket-seat interior and plaque on the front fender indicating a 390 V-8 is aboard.
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At Daytona it was a different story as Richard Petty outclassed everyone
after a year's absence and took his second win in the 500.

Some Fords used specially contoured bodies, which looked somewhat like
bananas, with drooped noses and kicked-up tails. The MoPars were still faster.

Finally, after an appeal to the Auto Competition Committee of the U.S.
(ACCUS), the sohc was declared legal for installation in Galaxies. Only problem
was, a penalty of one pound per cubic inch was assessed against the sohc cars.
That meant sohc Galaxies would have to weigh 4.424 pounds compared to 4,000
for the Hemi. cars.

This was unacceptable, and on April 15 Henry Ford II announced his com-
pany was withdrawing from NASCAR competition. This time the Fords stayed
home and the MoPars romped, the opposite of the previous year.

Parallel to the previous year was a July reconsideration of a return. Ford an-
nounced it would be back on a limited scale.

While the big guns of Ford were away, a major change took place. Bud Moore,
now independent, built a 1966 Mercury Comet, which was a twin to the Fairlane,
and got the thing working, proving the intermediate Fords could now handle the
tough stock car racing chores. Other factory teams built Fairlanes and when the
Fords returned, one oy one, they switched to Fairlanes.

Moore's Comet driver Darel Dieringer won the September 5 Southern 500
at Darlington and victories followed by Fred Lorenzen in a Holman & Moody Fair-
lane, including the season-ending American 500 at the North Carolina Motor Speed-
way in Rockingham.

While individuals continued to build Galaxies for racing for many years to
come, they no longer were in the factory's plans for racing involvement.

Just as Ford drivers in 1956 and 1957 prided themselves in knocking off the
bigger cars, now Galaxie drivers were suffering the same fate at the hands of
smaller-machinery pilots.

Despite this turn of events, Ford just didn't fold up its sports accents for its
full-sized models. XL's continued in the lineup through the 1970 offerings and the
427 was carried on the option list into the 1968 model year.

1967
Though it didn't make much difference, as the competition was doing it as welJ,
the big Fords got bigger, gaining pounds and inches on a yearly basis. To indicate
its direction, the press release for the 1967 big Fords said, "The 1967 Ford will seek

,. a larger share of the medium price market by offering the biggest and most luxurious
cars in its history." It went on to proudly proclaim three inches of additional length.
Actually Ford must have forgotten the 1960 models, which were both longer and
wider.

XL two-door hardtops were of a fastback design
that was shared with the Galaxie 500. However it
wouldn't make much difference on racetracks as
the hottest Fords for 1967 in stock car racing were
Fairlanes. From the side, identification for the XL
was nil. The emblem on the front fender indicated
the engine size, which in this case was a 428.
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